Sheraton hotel in Milan
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ege supplies 22,500 m2 for Sheraton hotel in Milan
Choosing the proper solution is an essential part of any interior design.
At the Sheraton Milan Malpensa Airport Hotel & Conference Centre,
custom-made carpets from ege play an important role in the interior.
The Sheraton brand
In 1938, the Sheraton brand welcomed its first travellers into its hotels
and since then the hotel brand has continued to develop its selection
of hotels, bringing people together around the world. Today, Sheraton Hotels & Resorts is the heart of Starwood Hotels & Resorts representing 44 % of Starwood hotels with more than 400 hotels in over
70 countries; a position that makes the Sheraton brand a global icon.
Sheraton Hotels & Resorts has opened a new hotel in Milan, which
further expands the brand’s international portfolio: The Sheraton Milan
Malpensa Airport Hotel & Conference Centre. The interior design
of the hotel is designed by King Roselli Architetti and Saporiti Hotel
Design. Taking inspiration from the design capital of Italy, they have
designed a stunning, chic and contemporary hotel that offers all the
comforts that modern travellers demand.

Facts
Design:
Special
Architect:	Saporiti Hotel Design
and King Roselli
Architetti
Quality:
Highline 910 CL
Quantity:
22,500 m²

Expanding the brand portfolio
The opening of the hotel in Milan is part of Sheraton’s strategy to expand its portfolio. The brand expects to add a total of 50 new hotels
and 20,000 rooms to its portfolio over the next three years.
Custom designed carpets with atmosphere
The interior design of the hotel was designed by Saporiti Hotel Design
and King Roselli Architetti, which both operate within the hospitality
sector.
“For the Sheraton Malpensa project, the client demanded custom
designed carpets to compliment the overall interior design scheme of
the hotel. ege’s ability to offer total freedom of the design, was one of
the primary reasons for us being chosen as a carpet supplier for the
prestigious project”, Lorenzo Comoletti explains, who is ege’s local
partner on the Italian market.
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Carpets from ege have been chosen for corridors and guest
bedrooms.“The custom designed carpets perfectly stand out and contribute to adding an exclusive, comforting and relaxing atmosphere to
the hotel”, Lorenzo Comoletti continues.
Unique design for any project
When working with ege, every option is open when you wish to
create unique spaces for a project. Thanks to advanced production
technology, you can create unique design to fit any project – both in
terms of designs on design and quality.
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“We are able to offer one of the shortest delivery times in the industry.
Less than three 3 weeks from receipt of order the carpet is ready for
dispatch. This was also one of the key factors in ege being chosen as
supplier of carpets”, Lorenzo Comoletti says.
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